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Ease of installation, platform independence and interoperability have been key factors in the adoption of some of the most
widely used biomedical text mining tools. Coincident with the maturation of the Semantic Web has been the increasing
availability of biomedical text mining web services, which inherently need no installation and are platform-independent. In
terms of interoperability, the Apache Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UIMA) standard has taken
interoperability to new heights. We have adapted a number of text mining tools into UIMA including the NCBO’s Biomedical
Annotator Service. The annotator service recognizes biomedical ontology concepts in text and returns annotations
indicating the location of all matched concepts. Leveraging the integration efforts of the NCBO, this service hides the efforts
of installation, mapping and maintenance of over 100 ontologies. This poster describes our efforts to integrate web services
in general, and the annotator in particular, into our text mining infrastructure using UIMA.
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“Fas (CD95) and Fas ligand (CD95L) are an
interacCng receptor‐ligand pair required
for immune homeostasis.”from pubmed id: 10022897

1. A UIMA pipeline processes text
(above) into events in stages. The
ﬁrst stage reads the text.
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3. This stage uses the web
service to idenCfy concepts
(CD95 etc., right) one
sentence at a Cme.

“CD95”  PRO/000001962 tumor necrosis
“CD95L”  OMIM/C1539478 CD95L FAS
“CD95L”  MSH/C0253023 Tumor Necrosis
“ligand”  CHEBI/52214 ligand
4. OpenDMAP applies pacerns to the (more)
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• Binding: "interacCng receptor‐ligand pair" 41, 73
•
protein "CD95" 5, 9
•
protein "CD95L" 27, 32
UIMA Pipeline Using Web Service: The NCBO Biomedical Annotator Service, a web service, is adapted to and
used from within a UIMA processing pipeline that identifies protein-protein interactions.
1. A client pipeline makes an
annotaCon request of the
aggregator.
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2. The agregator queries each
of the parCcipant piplines

4. The combined result is
returned to the client.

3. Each parCcipant creates
annotaCons and returns them
to the agregator.
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Pipeline as WebService: Shared Tasks like BioCreative II.5 use Web Services to access participants’ annotators,
which may be UIMA pipelines, and provide the aggregation as a service to clients

